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the coming forth of the book of
mormon in the twentieth century
noel B reynolds

the book of mormon was underutilized by most latter day saints until
interest in it surged during the second half of the twentieth century

and your minds in times past have been darkened because of unbelief
and because you have treated lightly the things you have received which
vanity and unbelief have brought the whole church under condemnation
and this condemnation restethresseth upon the children ofofzionzion even allahali and they
shall remain under this condemnation until they repent and remember the
new covenant even the book of mormon dacd&c 8454 57

As the twentieth century draws to a close the book of mormon clearly
holds center stage in latter day saint scriptural study and appreciation
congregations the church educational system individuals and families
are focusing on the book of mormon with unprecedented enthusiasm
largely because of the leadership of president ezra taittarttafttahttabt benson in his land-
mark conference addresses in 1986 president benson repeatedly cited the
passage from the doctrine and covenants quoted above and reiterated his
longstandinglong standing belief that the church was under condemnation for taking
the book of mormon too lightly he also announced that the lord has
revealed the need to reemphasize the book of mormon latter day saints
responded with an enormous and passionate effort to fully utilize the
nephite record

such fervor did not always exist early LDS converts were students of
the bible and with no traditions concerning the book of mormon they
did not readily incorporate the new scripture into their devotions 2 the
early saints valued the book of mormon as evidence of the restoration
but by the nauvoo period focus on the book had already decreased 3 As
recently as the mid i93os193os BYU and the LDS institutes of religion only
occasionally featured the book of mormon in their curricula

this paper surveys the history ofLDS interest in the book of mormon
whilevailevollevoile it only scratches the surface of the total information that might be
discoverable I1 hope it will provide a sound first step toward understanding
the phenomenal increase in appreciation and study that has occurred in the
last three to four decades in mainstream LDS circles at the same time
interspersed throughout this paper are a few observations about certain
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manifestations of cultural mormonism 4 and its discomfiture over the
book of mormon

early neglect and expressions of concern

although the book of mormon was used by early missionaries as a con-
version tool writings in the early years of the church contain remarkably few

references to the book of mormon an analysis conducted by historian grant
underwood indicates that early LDS literature cited the book of mormon
infrequently compared with bible references 5 from 1832 38 in publications
such as the evening and the morning star and the messenger and advocate the
ratio of bible references to book of mormon references averaged nineteen to
one in some publications such as the elders journal the ratio was as high as

forty to one 6 why the disparity because explains underwood many early
mormon converts were steeped in the study of the bible but had no oppor-
tunity for formal instruction or catechization in the book of mormon 177

although the existence and truthfulness of the book of mormon was a crucial
point of faith and touchstone of conversion for the early saints it would take

time and effort for the contents of that distinctive volume to come into wide-
spread use underwood found that in the early years the saints used the book
of mormon predominantly to supplement bible prophecies about the last

days W W phelps also links early neglect of the book of mormon to the
saints penchant for hunting mysteries in the prophecies 8

A 1940 study by alton D merrill analyzed the content of speeches and
writings on the book of mormon from the earliest 1830 55 and latest

1915 40 twenawentwentyty hivefive year periods of the church s history 9 while merrill s

statistical approach seems primitive by modern standards it did reach
conclusions that roughly corroborate underwood s both of these studies
found that a very low percentage of early LDS speeches and writings
overtly encouraged the study or distribution of the book any small gains
that may have been made in book of mormon usage during the late pio-
neer period in utah were probably set aside during the early years of the
twentieth century when the church was working politically socially and
educationally to become more a part of american life than it had been in

its earlier period of geographical isolation from and political conflict with
mainstream american culture

though the book of mormon was largely overlooked throughout the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries a few leaders emphasized the im-
portance of this newly revealed scripture in 1834 william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin then
a member of the quorum of the twelve used the book of mormon exten-
sively and voiced his displeasure should any church sermon fail to draw on
this book 10 in 1881 john nicholson recently returned from his second
british mission asked a general conference audience why my brethren
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and sisters are we not more familiar with the contents of this book he
went on to assert that no latter day saint can intelligently comprehend the
signs of the times unless he is informed in regard to the teachings of this
record he then referred indirectly to doctrine and covenants section 84

in the early rise of this church the lord manifested his displeasure with the
saints because they did not pay sufficient attention to the revelations con-
tained in the book of mormon and that book itself promises that when
the people are sufficiently advanced to receive them other records of
momentous importance shall be brought forth for the consideration of the
saints but I1 do not think we will receive anything additional to what we have
already obtained in this form until we have manifested a suitable apprecia-
tion of that which has already been given to us I1 I1

german E ellsworth came to a similar conviction during his long ser-
vice as president of the northern states mission he recounted in a 1919

general conference address that he received an impression of the lord
that the saints must remember the book of mormon to escape the con-
demnationdem nation spoken of in the doctrine and covenants it came to me as

strong as if someone had told it to me he said later while standing
on the hill cumorah he heard these words push the distribution of the
record that was taken from this hill for it will help bring the world to
christ he immediately sent picture postcards of the hill cumorah to all

his missionaries 12 interestingly these three early emphatic statements
each emerged in a missionary setting

earlier in an april 19081908 general conference talk president ellsworth
had become probably the first person to directly invoke doctrine and
covenants 8454 57 in urging people to remember the book of mormon
following this lead other church leaders have similarly invoked this scrip-
tural warning 13 in 1949 marion G romney used it to encourage daily
book of mormon reading and in 19601960 and 1980 he used it to show how the
evils of the world can be overcome by studying the book of mormon 14

elder benson used doctrine and covenants 8454 57 as early as 1975 and as
president of the church used this scripture at least a dozen times between

1984 and 1988 15

however the church as a whole did not respond in a dramatic way to

any of these urgent messages until after president benson s emphatic mes-
sages in 1986 As the following data shows that response can be quantified
by measuring the references to the book of mormon in general conference
the use of the book of mormon in church missionary efforts and the vol-

ume of publications about the book of mormon

general conference references to the book of mormon

one way to measure increased use of the book of mormon is to count
and analyze the number of times the book is cited or discussed in general
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conference the frequency of such citations reflects the extent to which
book of mormon passages have entered the common discourse of latter
day saints as well as indicating the current emphasis placed on the book of
mormon by church authorities

citation analysis of general conference addresses 19421942 1993
richard C galbraithsgalbraithGalbraithss exhaustive study of scriptural references in general
conference shows book of mormon citations hovering around 12 percent
of total scripture citations until president benson s 1986 challenge to the
church see chart i1 16 book of mormon citations jumped to 40 percent
over the next year then leveled off at about the 25 percent mark almost
twice the earlier rate when the book of mormon rate rose the percentage
of citations of the new testament and the doctrine and covenants dropped
with the new testament rate showing the sharpest decline it appears that
conference speakers found book of mormon texts to support teachings
they had traditionally supported with new testament or doctrine and
covenants references

CHART i1 scripture usage at general conference
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depth analysis ofgeneral conference addresses 1950 1994 A fur-
ther study of general conference talks classifies references to the book of
mormon according to the significance or intensity of the reference 17 in
this examination my assistants and I1 measured four levels of intensity
i1 a brief reference mere mention 2 a brief discussion of one to two

paragraphs minimal 3 one of several major components of the talk
secondary and 4 the main topic of the talk primary our results sug-

gest that minimal references level 2 have been consistently higher and have
increased over the years far more than substantial ones secondary and pri-
mary levels of intensity however substantial references levels 3 and 4
increased and reached their peak during 1985 89 most likely influenced by
president benson s 1986 address

this kind of data must be used cautiously some of the individuals
who have made the most substantial statements on the book of mormon
are not necessarily the same ones who have cited the book of mormon most
the data does not prove anything about individual speakers and may not
prove much about the group as a whole the following church leaders
have made important contributions to our understanding and apprecia-
tion of the book of mormon but have very low citation rates in the gal-
braith index gordon B hinckley liii .1111ii meaning that only 11 percent of his
scripture citations were from the book of mormon legrand richards
lo10io .1010 spencer W kimball lgig .1616 bruce R mcconkie 15 .1515 joseph fielding
smith .1414 and levi edgar young 05 .0505 some of the most vocal book of
mormon promoters also tended to cite other scriptures at higher rates
milton R hunter had rates of29of 29.2929 for the doctrine and covenants 26.2626 for
the new testament and 22.2222 for the book of mormon marion G romney
had rates of 40.4040 for the doctrine and covenants and 22.2222 each for the new
testament and the book of mormon john A widtsoe wrote an important
book on book ofmormon evidences18evidences18 yet never cited the book of mormon
in conference talks after 1942 nevertheless the overall statistic may well
reflect a general trend

missionary work and the book of mormon

missionary instructional materials offer a unique view of the church s

perception of itself and presentation of its core beliefs to those outside the
faith the church did not publish a missionary handbook until 1936 leav-
ing mission presidents to develop their own approaches to proselytizing
some emphasized the book of mormon but many did not

two general approaches appear to have dominated the first was
developed by ben E rich president of both the southern states and east
ern states missions his method promoted a mormon slant on standard
religious questions while only briefly mentioning the book of mormon
the bible was the primary resource against standard protestant views 19
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the second approach was taken by german E ellsworth president of
the north central states mission through much of the early i90osigoosagoos As al-
ready reported ellsworth was a great book of mormon advocate and used
the book endlessly as a primary tool in missionary work to satisfy the need
for large numbers of books ellsworth enlisted other mission presidents
and founded zion s press in independence missouri to print the book of
mormon and missionary tracts in large quantities 20 ellsworth s influence
remained strong in the northern states mission under president john tay-
lor one missionary who served from 1927 to 1929 notes that her mission
leaders instructed missionaries to tell the news of the restoration of the
gospel and place books of mormon in homes accordingly she gave or
sold hundreds of books of mormon 112121

this emphasis may have been specific to certain missions the decades
of the twenties and thirties show little evidence of churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide emphasis
on the book of mormon in missionary work missionary plans and tracts
written by mission presidents B H roberts eastern states mission john A
widtsoe european mission and legrand richards southern states
mission always included discussion of the book of mormon but did not
feature it elder roberts assigned a missionary companionship to operate a
traveling street display about the book of mormon and elder widtsoe en-
couragedcou raged placement of the book of mormon via tractingtrading the official
church handbook for missionaries used from 1937 to 1946 did little to pro-
mote the book of mormon 22

in the 1940s some missions renewed an emphasis on use of the book
of mormon in proselytizing 23 glenn pearson and reid bankhead who
served together in the north central states mission in the early 4os40saos devel-
oped new approaches to using the book of mormon in missionary work 24

bankhead passed many of these ideas on to richard L anderson while the
two were serving in the military in the mid 40s4osaos 25 later anderson wrote a
plan for effective missionary work which was first published by the

northwestern states mission in 1949 instead of beginning with the apos-
tasy as most approaches had the anderson plan focused primarily on the
book of mormon this plan was used widelwidelyy 26

other missions began creating their own plans modeled to some
degree after anderson s but with varying approaches toward the book of
mormon 2721 truman madsen reports that in the late 1940s new england
mission president S dilworth young used push the book of mormon as
the mission motto 28 the more common experience is probably repre-
sented by robert J matthews s observation that the book of mormon was
not widely used in the mission field it isncisn t such a matter of opposition as
it was just neglect we didndian t know we were neglecting it we were
trying to impress the world wed go to them with the bible we thought
thats how it had to be 299
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the first churchwidechurchwiseChurch wide approach to missionary work was published in

1952 30 it established seven discussions compared with twelve in the ander-
son plan and even more in previous plans 31 the 1952 plan used some ele-

ments of the anderson planpianplan3232 but generally followed a plan from the great
lakes mission introducing the book of mormon only after lessons on the
godhead the apostasy and the restoration in effect placing less empha-
sis on the book of mormon 33 individual missions adapted and added to
the churchwidechurchwiseChurch wide plan to serve their particular views and needs and some
such as the british and new england missions introduced the book of
mormon earlier in the discussions and used it more centrally the first
major revision of the plan issued in 1961iggi moved the book of mormon up
to the second discussion 34 meanwhile in the mid 1960s196os cumorah mis-
sion president reid bankhead developed a plan centered completely on the
book of mormon the method met with considerable success raising
the average rate from one baptism per missionary to four per missionary 35

the book of mormon s use in missionary work continued to grow
truman madsen reports that when he was called as a mission president in
the mid gos elder hinckley then on the missionary committee counseled
him to read the book of mormon 36 hugh nibley describes being present
with the presiding brethren in the salt lake temple in the late i96osig6osigmos when
it was revealed during prayer that the book of mormon had not been em-
phasizedphasized adequately as a missionary tool 37

the missionary plan was revised again in 1973 and the book of mor-
mon was moved into the first discussion where it remains today mission-
aries also often use the book of mormon in door approaches and street
contacting 3831 As church education has stressed the book of mormon more
missionaries are going into the field with a more solid understanding and
testimony of the book leading to greater incorporation of it into every
facet of missionary work 39

outside of full time missionary work a member initiated project
developed in the early 19osipos temple square volunteers william bradshaw
and eugene england sr began writing their personal testimonies of the
book ofmormon inside copies of the book that they gave away the family
to family distribution project soon spread to a primary class and a few

families then became a grass roots movement individuals or families
would paste their own photographs and personal testimonies inside the cov-
ers of any quantity of copies of the book of mormon then send the books
to a receptive mission for free distribution by missionaries the program was
implemented churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide in 1975 when spencer W kimball became pres-

ident of the church it received another significant boost in october 1988

when president ezra taft benson encouraged the church to flood the earth
with the book of mormon 40 by the end of the i98os198os printing of the book
of mormon had soared to meet increasing demand the extraordinary
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success and popularity of the program provide clear evidence of a solid and
enthusiastic base of support for the book of mormon among latter day
saints in recent decades it is hard to imagine something like this project
having succeeded in the 1930sipsosipsas or 1940s

book of mormon translations

there have been four major periods of significant translation effort
the i85os1850s the i90osigoosagoos the 1930s and the period from 19601960 onward with a

particular effort during the i98osig8osigmos see table i the i85os1850s translations
included major european languages french italian german and welsh
the turn of the century translations into samoan tahitian turkish
and japanese reflect missionary expansion in the south seas middle
east and far east the translations completed in the 1930s included czech
armenian braille and portuguese

beginning in the 19os1970s the church has emphasized translating selec-
tions instead of complete texts this enables the church to provide at least
some support to missionaries working with less common languages and
signals the church s view of the centrality of the book of mormon in mis-
sionary work 4411 by 19901990 the complete book of mormon was available in

36 languages with portions offered in 44 others 42 plans call for loo100100 lan-
guages early in the next millennium

books and articles published about the book of mormon

examining the number of publications of books and articles that dis-
cuss criticize or study the book of mormon is a viable way to measure
general interest in the book while it is impossible to establish that number
definitively looking at the increase in holdings of the main BYU library
and at an exhaustive bibliographic study undertaken by FARMS can give a

good picture

brigham young university library holdings brigham young uni-
versity s harold B lee library purchases all books dealing with mor-
monism making the library s catalog a strong indicator of the rate of
publication on book of mormon topics this rate rose 50 percent in the late

1970s and another 230 percent in the early i98osig8osigmos the rate of increase
slowed to about 30 percent in the 1990s19gos to date these increases are a clear
indication of major expansion of the demand for new titles on this topic

FARMS book of mormon bibliography the comprehensive bibliog-
raphy of the book of mormon released by the foundation for ancient
research and mormon studies in 199619964343 gives a deeper look at publication
on the book of mormon while the lee library catalog only lists book
length publications the FARMS bibliography includes separate listings for
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TABLE i new translations of the book of mormon
full selections and major revisions

year number year number
1830 40 0 1950 1

1841 1 1951 53 0

1842 50 0 1954 1

1851 1 1955 64 0

1852 4 1965 2

1853 54 0 1966 0
1855 1 1967 1

1856 68 0 1968 71 0

1869 1 1972 1

1870 74 0 1973 75 0
1875 1 1976 1

1876 77 0 1977 2

1878 1 1978 1

1879 85 0 1979 6

1886 1 1980 7

1887 88 0 1981 8

1889 1 1982 8

1890 1 1983 13

1891 1902 0 1984 1

1903 1 1985 2

1904 1 1986 3

1905 0 1987 7

1906 1 1988 5

1907 8 0 1989 2

1909 1 1990 0

1910 32 0 1991 2

1933 1 1992 1

1934 36 0 1993 0

1937 1 1994 1

1938 0 1995 2

1939 2 1996 1

1940 45 0 1997 1

1946 1 1998 2

1947 49 0

all articles pamphlets and separately authored chapters in books for this
article each of the FARMS entries was sorted first as to whether its ap-

proach was general religious polemical or creative see chart 2 the first

three categories were further analyzed as to whether each entry was schol-

arly see chart 3 the polemical materials were also sorted according to
whether they argued for or against the historicity of the book of mormon

the most obvious result of this analysis is the rapid rise in all types
of publications especially since 1970 this dramatic market growth may
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CHART 2 publications about the book of mormon by category
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constitute the strongest indicator of a significant increase in serious inter-
est in the book of mormon the increases after 1970 should not obscure
the fact that significant increases were already occurring after 1940.1940 the
increases in publications listed in the FARMS bibliography are much greater
than those measured in the lee library catalog

most of the increase in publication was in general and religious cate-
gories reflecting more interest in the book of mormon itself than in argu-
ments about historicity the number of publications that defend the book
of mormon was two to three times greater than the number of publications
that opposed it

scholarly publications increased at the same rate as nonscholarlynonscholarly pub-
licationslications the interests of scholars and the general public seem to be linked
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CHART 3 scholarly publications relative to total general reli-
gious and polemical publications about the book of mormon
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to the same motivations and fluctuate in tandem also new scholarly pub-
licationslications may inspire a proliferation of nonscholarlynon scholarly projects dealing with
the same topics and materials

for most of the nineteenth century answering critics was the domi-
nant focus of publications by writers who believed in the divinity of the
book of mormon since the early i89os18gos however the general and religious
categories have steadily gained ground in the mid 1970s defensive apolo-
getic writing dropped below io10 percent of all publications and has stayed in
that range faithful exegetical approaches to the book of mormon appear
to be increasing steadily

several spikes in apologetic writings of a scholarly character can be
readily associated with single scholars or particular groups ofscholars the
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surge around the turn of the century is due to numerous articles and books
published by george reynolds and B H roberts the bump in the 1930s is
mostly explained by sidney sperry s publications and the much larger peak
in the 1950s195os reflects the parallel but independent writings of hugh nibley
francis W kirkham and a group of anthropologists and archaeologists at
BYU including john sorenson wells jakeman and ross christensen

the most dramatic and voluminous increase in apologetic writings by
LDS scholars began in the early 19os197os and the critics reacted at the end of
that decade with a similarly sharp increase in publications some of which
were better documented and more articulate than their previous publi-
cationscat ions until then critical writings rarely met even minimal scholarly
standards of evidence and logic but were more likely to be unthinking and
inflammatory relying principally on the spaulding theory or other long
disproved arguments against the antiquity of the book of mormon 44 once
again this data echoes the evidence of the previous sections witnessing to
the dramatic increase in the quantifiable usage of the book of mormon
in the late twentieth century

the book of mormon in sunday school

there is no direct way to measure book of mormon usage in church
instruction during the twentieth century so I1 have analyzed indirect indi-
cators and interviewed a dozen people knowledgeable about significant
developments in this regard one of the most tangible collections of data is

the library of church manuals and course descriptions these sources also
show a decisive increase in book of mormon usage in the last quarter of the
twentieth century

the book of mormon has always played some role in sunday school
instruction but it was not a major element until the 19os1970s 445 over one hun-
dred years ago the sunday school organization began distributing a series
of resources for teachers of the thirty one leaflets in this series which
were used in 1889 and 1890 to teach the life of christ only one featured the
book of mormon the thirty one leaflets were available again in 1896 and
twentyfivetwenty five new leaflets were added five of which featured the book of
mormon by 1898 the number of these leaflets had grown to 136 including
ten on the book of mormon 46 in 1903 preteenspreteens received one year of book
of mormon biographical stories and midteenagersmidteenagers took a two year course
on the book 47 adult courses were not a widespread part of sunday school
until after 1905 48

in general from the late 1920s to the i96os196os adult sunday school manuals
tended to reflect developments in the larger culture of american chris-
tianityti especially the advent of modernism and the social gospel begin-
ning in 1933 the course entitled gospel messages focused on philosophical
issues surrounding church history science and religion applied religion
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social ethics and comparative religions 49 the new testament came to play
an increasingly significant role in sunday school materials as these ethical
and social gospel approaches almost exclusively used that book of scripture 50

accordingly in the 19305 and presumably earlier the book of mor-
mon text as such was not a main focus of study instead the book was dis-
cussed in terms of its stories or its inception another definite though less

frequent theme was the examination of evidence for the veracity of the
book of mormon reflecting the interests ofofblofbB H roberts john A widt
soe and others 51

comprehensive book ofmormon approaches gradually began to emerge
by the 19205 and 19305 in 1924 the book of mormon was a full year topic
for the midteensmid teens from 1928 to 1932 lessons for this age group rotated through
the scriptures with three years spent on three book of mormon topics one
year each on teachings history and evidences for the book s divinity 52 in
1934 a single book of mormon course for teens dealt with the chronologi-
cal history and teachings of the book and in 1935 the year was devoted to
11 treasure hunting for evidence of the books divinity 53 finally in 1938 and
1939 a two year gospel doctrine course for adults focused on the book of
mormon but the book dropped back out of the adult curriculum until 1948 54

one of the most important developments in the twentieth century
sunday school curriculum was its accommodation to the correlation pro-
gram under correlation the old semiautonomoussemi autonomous deseret sunday school
union was restructured in april 1971 the next major step was the organi-
zation in october 1979 of a new sunday school presidency composed of
general authorities and a board 55 the drift toward ethical and social
gospel approaches was stopped and a clear directive was issued to use the
four standard works as the sunday school texts increasing the amount of
attention given to the book of mormon 56

A second crucial instructional development in the twentieth century
was the 1972 innovation of an eight year cycle that would take all adults
through the standard works using them as the course of study for gospel
doctrine classes two year blocks in the eight year cycle were devoted in
turn to the old testament the new testament the book of mormon and
church history and the doctrine and covenants in 1982 the eight year
cycle was condensed to four years 57 according to BYU religion professor
richard cowan this change was made because church leaders didndian t
want the saints to go six years between the time they studied the book of
mormon it was specifically concern about the book of mormon that
dictated that change 3158115858

the book of mormon in courses at BYU and throughout the CES

the church educational system s curriculum development has been
more visibly systematic and more complicated than the development of
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sunday school manuals the CES program thus provides a helpful and in-
terestingte window on the social intellectual and spiritual dynamics that
shaped all church curricula in the twentieth century plentiful documents
allow these developments to be traced in considerable detail study of BYU
religion courses and the CES curriculum shows the same general trend as
the sunday school though with more pronounced extremes

given the overwhelmingly supportive attitude that book of mormon
instruction enjoys at BYU today both in religious education and among
the faculty generally it may be hard to understand or appreciate the intel-
lectual milieu of cultural mormonism that prevailed in scholarly mormon
circles during the first half of this century our interviews with people who
were students or faculty members during those years reveal a depth of skep-
ticism and antipathy toward the book of mormon even among the very
individuals responsible for teaching it that one rarely encounters among
latter day saints in the 19905 the holder of such views today would likely
be characterized as apostate or dissident

historically brigham young university has always been under an ob-
ligation to teach the standard works including the book of mormon the
1875 deed of trust for brigham young academy which included elemen-
tary and secondary students explicitly listed all four standard works and
stipulated that they shall be read and their doctrines inculcated in the
academy 115959 but the early academy fulfilled this obligation with scripture
classes only for the younger students while the college students were offered
philosophical and theological courses according to robert J matthews
former dean of religious education at BYU 60 richard cowan concurs
we started in the early i90osigoosagoos with the nonspecialist people teaching gen-

eral ethics and that kind of thing in the 1930s193os new faculty with training
from protestant divinity schools began adding the kinds of courses that
they would have taken back there said cowan only later did the latter
day scriptures come into their own 116161

parting ways with secularism the role of the book of mormon in
the BYU curriculum has repeatedly surfaced as a major issue in a particu-
larly formative confrontation around 1910 two sets of brothers ralph and
william chamberlin and henry and joseph peterson professors of biol-
ogy philosophy education and psychology respectively were major intel-
lectual powerhousespowerhouses at BYU they invested great personal energy inside
and outside the institution to promote their views which discounted the
historical reality of any scripture 62 they promoted the humanistic thesis
that a scientific mind could not accept the scriptures as literally true and
appealed to standard protestant rationalizations for giving up on the
miraculous and shifting religious focus to ethics and social concerns fur-
ther they argued that scientific and philosophical perspectives were opti-
mal for intelligent mormonscormonsMormons 63
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but BYU did not operate in a vacuum any more then than now the
more popular these views became the more complaints came in from con-
cerned parents and townspeople horace H cummings superintendent of
church education reacted vigorously he visited the campus for nine days
at the end of 1910iglo and submitted a report to the general church board of
education on january 21 i9ii1911iiii 64 cummings reported that in the two years
or so since the problematic teachings had been introduced at the provo
campus mainly by five faculty most of the students and much of the fac-
ulty had been won over students were zealous in defending the new views
reported cummings their inspiration came directly from higher criticism
of the bible as articulated in the writings of lyman abbot who regarded
the bible as a collection of myths and folklore christs temptation was re-
garded as allegory john the revelator was not literally translated sin was
redefined as ignorance all truth was seen as changing visions and revela-
tions were mentally induced the literal reality of joseph smiths visions was
questioned the application of the theory of evolution required new char-
acterizations of the fall and christ s atonement and was damaging to the
faith of the students wrote cummings 65 proponents argued that rather
than downgrading the scriptures this enlightened understanding made the
scriptures and the gospel more dear and more beautiful to them on

that broader in their 116666 theseaccount being applications avant garde pro-
fessors also enjoyed the clear support of many LDS intellectuals including
milton bennion professor of education at the university of utah who later
became the churchschurche commissioner of education 67

cummings reported that the five faculty members most vigorously
promoting these views had been asked to diminish their secularist zeal

these teachers have been warned by the presidency of the school and by
myself and even pleaded with for the sake of the school not to press their
views with so much vigor even if they were right conditions are not suitable
but their zeal overcomes all counsel and they seem even more determined if
not defiant in pushing their beliefs upon the studenstudentsts 6861

superintendent cummings eventually won over reluctant BYU presi-
dent george H brimhall cummings recorded in his autobiography a

dream of brimhall s which was pivotal in gaining brimhall s enthusiastic
support of church leaders desire to focus the university s academic mis-
sion more clearly along the lines of doctrinal orthodoxy in this dream sev-
eral BYU professors were casting bait into the sky where a flock of
snowwhitesnow white birds were flying contentedly above when a bird went for the
bait it was immediately brought down to earth

on reaching the ground the bird proved to be a BYU student clad in
an ancient greek costume and was directed to join a group of other students
who had been brought down in a similar manner bro Brimbrimhallhafl walked over
to them and noticing that allAali of them looked very sad discouraged and
downcast he asked them
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why students what on earth makes you so sad and downhearteddown hearted

alas we can never fly again they replied with a sigh and a sad shake of
the head

their greek philosophy had tied them to the earth they could believe
only what they could demonstrate in the laboratory their prayers could go
no higher then the ceceilingfling they could see no heaven no hereafter 69

the effect of this dream on brimhall can be seen in brimhallsBrimhalls ensuing
letter to church leaders

I1 have been hoping for a year or two past that harmony could be secured
by waiting but the delays have been fraught with increased danger the
school cannot go off and leave the church in any line of activity without per-
ishing in the desert I1 recognize now that a more vigorous course of action
on my part might have been better but I1 was lenient and patiently hopeful
that men would change gradually as they have in other cases but the storm
instead of dying out increased in its fury I1 feel now that nothing short of a

public retraction should be accepted as a guarantee that these men will pre-
serve an attitude of being in harmony with the spirit of the school and the
doctrines of the church as preached by the living oracles 70

As a result of brimhallsBrimhalls letter the board of trustees resolved that teachers
employed by church schools must be in accord with church doctrine 71

the petersons and ralph chamberlin were dismissed for refusing to adjust
to the directions and several leading professors left as a result 72

president brimhall himself was characterized by his granddaughter
fawn M brodie as nominally devout this may not have been a fair
inference of brodie the open heretic and her quiet heretic mother who
in younger years had regarded her father s bringing of prominent secular
social scientists and philosophers to the BYU campus as evidence of an
openness that somehow diminished his faith 73 but it does reveal the men-
tality of those years in which listening to secular scholars and studying their
works was taken as some kind of implicit commitment to the secular point
of view several examples of eminent and faithful LDS scholars from the
second half of the century have thoroughly undermined that naive linkage

parting company with liberal theology more widespread accep-
tance of evolutionary thinking tended to eliminate evolution as an issue at
BYU but divisions between liberal and conservative approaches to the inter-
pretationpre tation of scripture and doctrine and disagreement over the religion
curriculum set the ground for another significant battle over the influence
of outside theology on instruction at BYU and in LDS institutes of religion

in 1922 BYU president franklin S harris established the alpine sum-
mer school at aspen grove featuring a six week school for CES teachers
while in retrospect church educators today might see this as a formula for
disaster especially given the decidedly liberal orientation of much of the per-
sonnel involved the school enjoyed the enthusiastic support of commis-
sioner adam S bennion and even elder widtsoeWidtsoe who taught some of the
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courses joseph merrill bennion s successor was very impressed with the
school especially with sidney sperry s 1929 course on the old testament
sperry was completing graduate work at the university of chicago divin-
ity school and merrill decided to invite four university of chicago divinity
professors to teach at the summer school in successive years 74

at the invitation of merrill a number of LDS graduate students were
sent off to chicago with the offer of financial assistance from the church
and employment with CES contingent upon their faith and continued
loyalty to the church 7751 throughout the 1930s merrills successors john A

widtsoe and franklin west oversawoversad waves of students going to the uni-
versity of chicago and returning to teach at BYU and in the CES 76 nibley
explains that in these decades the church was always very impressed by
outsiders hoping perhaps to change through interaction with intelligent
and liberally educated mormonscormonsMormons the negative perceptions of mormonism
held by many of these outsiders 77 instead of realizing these benefits how-
ever the chicago experiment resulted in many students returning as
merely cultural mormonscormonsMormons

the chicago connection fell apart as merrill and widtsoe were called
on missions and possibly changed their views on the value of the experi-
ment widtsoe later cited this experiment as his basis for opposing a phd
program in religion at BYU 7871 A strong reaction developed against the
skeptical perspective of the chicago brigades culminating in the 1938 state-
ment ofofjofaJ reuben clark of the first presidency to the religion teachers at
the CES summer school president clark made clear to all concerned that the
church was committed to its historical origins in revelations visions and
the inspired translation of the literally true book of mormon

the book of mormon is just what it professes to be these facts
must stand unchanged unmodified without dilution excuse apology or
avoidance they may not be explained away any individual who does not
accept the fulnessfalness of these doctrines is not a latter day saint our
church schools cannot be staffed by unconverted untestimonied teachers 79

such statements were received gratefully by believing students and
teachers according to chauncey riddle 80 unbelieving CES personnel such
as sterling mcmurrin saw clarks statement as a watershed event where the
church placed severe limitations on academic freedom in matters relating
to religion and morals throughout the church educational system 38118181

turning to the scriptures from 1930 to the present the book of mor-
mon s role gradually increased at BYU despite strong opposition of twenty
eight religion courses in 1930 31 only one lower division course dealt with
the book of mormon and it was more of an appreciation course than a

course using the book as a text the first fully developed book of mormon
class was offered in 1937 by amos merrmerrillallfll 82 introduction of this course
faced considerable resistance from some department administrators
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remembers hugh nibley and key faculty members wondered how the
book of mormon could be taught for a whole quarter 83

other first presidency mandates came down in 19401940 and 1942 J reuben
clark sent a letter in 1940 to frank west saying that false doctrines were
continuing to be taught in CES the letter directs that religion teachers
must teach only from the standard works which

are the ultimate authority on Aallatlati matters of doctrine

teachers will do well to give up indoctrinating themselves in the sectar-
ianism of the modern divinity school theology if they do not they will
probably bring themselves to a frame of mind where they will be no longer
useful in our system

the teachers will not teach ethics or philosophy ancient or modern
pagan or so called christian they will as already stated teach the gospel and
that only and the gospel as revealed in these last days

the gospel should be spoken of as the gospel gods revealed truth it is

not and must never be spoken of or treated as a history and evolution of
human ideas cumulative evidence coming to us leaves us with no alterna-
tive but to believe that some teachers too many of them are doubt sowers 84

A 1942 statement principles controlling church paid service reiterated
these same guidelines 85

lessening of cultural mormonism at BYU many faculty left or went
underground with their no longer appreciated views brigham madsen
left BYU in 1954 86 one of the better known chicago graduates russel
swensen explained how he and other like minded BYU faculty dealt
with the changing atmosphere without leaving the university clark s

method caused a lot of bitter reaction when I1 taught in the school
I1 found that I1 had to be discreet something that I1 thought might be a

problem to people who didnt have the background I1 discreetly omitted
I1 think many adopted that a voluntary censorship 3187118787

some CES personnel chose to leave the system rather than fight over
the guidelines sterling M mcmurrin was one of the more visible of these
institute teachers though he was less combative than many in the group
he simply found that CES was no longer the comfortable and nurturing
environment he had once valued he had never believed in the book of
mormon or even in god for that matter and would not agree to teach
it even if required to do so 88 As he told one group at BYU he had never
even read the book of mormon 89 this admission may seem surprising
coming from a learned man who rejected the authenticity of the book of
mormon on the grounds that he knows of no real evidence in its sup-
port and that there is a great deal of evidence against it 90 but like other
leading spokesmen for this perspective widespread among these cultural
mormonscormonsMormons mcmurrin had decided early on that because such a book
couldncoulden t be true it wasngasn t worth reading in the same interview mcmurrin
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explained I11 I came to the conclusion at a very early age earlier than I1 can
remember that you don t get books from angels and translate them by mir-
acles it is just that simple all of the hassling over the authenticity of the
book of mormon is just a waste of time 91

sidney B sperry on the other hand is an example of how a believer
can be fully educated in a secular scholarly tradition and yet remain com-
fortablefortable in the faith sperry was the first latter day saint to receive a phd
in biblical languages and the first academically trained full time religion
teacher at BYU 9212 over the thirty nine years sperry taught at BYU he
inspired a number of students in book of mormon studies and was influ-
ential in bringing to BYU several religion professors who were thoroughly
committed to the book of mormon 93 david H yarn relates how skeptics
sometimes assumed sperry was not a believer I11 I remember being in dr
sperrysSper rys office when one who was considered a religious skeptic came in to
visit with him upon learning that dr sperry was writing about the book
of mormon the visitor said cynically ohlohcoh sid you don t believe that stuff
about the book of mormon do you dr sperry in a courteous and
respectful manner but in firm and unmistakable terms bore a resolute tes-
timony concerning the book of mormon 119494

chauncey C riddle remembers when I1 was a student in the 1940s
the book of mormon was scoffed at sneered at by a great many of my
professors on campus 119595 david yarn also a student in the 1940s reports
that in a lot of wards it was hardly realized that we had a book of
mormon I1 think the general membership was woefully ignorant on the
book of mormon they were much skilled in the bible even in missionary
work it was generally the bible that was used 119696 hugh nibley observed
not long ago you would find stake presidents who had never read the

book of mormon 119797

robert matthews reports finding similar sentiments in a different con-
text I11 I remember when I1 came home from my mission that would have
been in 1948 talking to an LDS audience in my hometownhome town evanston
wyoming just a small group and I1 remember I1 said to them the book
of mormon is the most important book in the whole world and I1

remember some of them saying more important than the bible and
they struggled with the concept that the book of mormon should be that

119898important
hugh nibley recalls that when he first arrived at BYU he maintained

an active connection with the so called swearing mormonscormonsMormons or swearing
elders a circle of LDS liberal academics at BYU and elsewhere who regu-
larly met from 11949949 to 1950 to freely discuss intellectual issues relating to
mormonism many of the swearing elders questioned fundamental
beliefs of the LDS faith and some flatly rejected the book of mormon as
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a divine work nibley tells of being invited to salt lake city to talk with
this group about the book of mormon

and they d say well now you re among friends now you can say what you
really feel about the book of mormon and about anything else well then I1

bore my testimony and oh were they mad they were just boiling I1 never saw
such anger they just ripped me and then 0 C tanner laid it out about
the book of mormon we have to get rid of it its driving the best minds out
of the church you can t see it but with my training I1 can know it hed say
to me now joseph smith was a deceiver but he was a sly deceiver the book
of mormon is not true they had a real active hatred of the book of mor-
mon up there even though they were members of the church 19

there was never a straightforward housecleaninghouse cleaning or change of direc-
tion in CES or BYU as a result of the controversy during the 1940s but
leadership responsibility was shifted increasingly to administrators who
were orthodox in their beliefs and cautious about secularized approaches

teaching the book of mormon at BYU the first significant increase
in the number of book of mormon class sections at BYU occurred in the
1948 49 academic year when sidney B sperry a strong supporter of book
of mormon studies became director of the division of religion a post he
held until 1954 courses in book of mormon archaeology proliferated in
the 1950s195os after wells jakeman and ross christensen joined the archaeol-
ogy faculty

at this same time in the early 1950s church leaders became concerned
about some CES teachers out in the field who were more interested in liber-
ating their students from traditional LDS teaching than in ininstillingstifling faith
young CES administrators A theodore tuttle and boyd K packer were
given a special assignment to seminaries and institutes for some reinforce-
ment some shaping up according to brother packer 100 they frequently
found themselves challenged by a spirit of intellectualism that had spread
under former administrators who had promoted men of such leanings over
more orthodox religion teachers 01loi101ol during these years brothers tuttle and
packer were mentoredmentored by harold B lee with whom they shared significant
spiritual experiences that shaped their later careers as general authorities 102101

A 1954 five week summer seminar for allAaliail seminary and institute personnel
chaired by brother packer featured daily instruction by elder lee with sup-
porting appearances from president J reuben clark jr president joseph
fielding smith and half the members of the quorum of the twelve 103

at BYU the next big jump occurred in 1961 when the book of mor-
mon became the required religion course for all freshmen 104 under the
influence and efforts of professor daniel H ludlow and others the cur-
riculum in religious education was further focused to give greater attention
to uniquely LDS scriptures and history finding enough teachers to cover
all of these new sections was a challenge which ludlow met in part by
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joseph smith memorial building brigham young university april ig1919901990 from 1941
to 1991iggi this building housed religious education and many BYU religion classes
sharpe photography

developing a film version of the book of mormon that was shown to sev-
eral large sections in the joseph smith building auditorium

this development in the BYU religion curriculum did not emerge
overnight but followed a prolonged debate in the division of religion over
whether to change the required freshman religion course from a general
course on LDS theology to a course on the book of mormon it was gener-
ally agreed that the initial course was critical because of high university
dropout rates after the first year many students who left for marriage or
missions did not return to BYU eldin ricks reid bankhead and glenn
pearson led the faction in favor of the change 105 many arguments were
advanced in support of that position in particular the value of immersing
students directly in the text of the book of mormon pearson emphasized
his view that the book of mormon text provided a builtinbuilt in control on
teachers who might have liberal theological inclinations 106 the debate
raged back and forth among the religion faculty and the university finally
agreed to pass the question along to the board of trustees

david yarn then dean of the division of religion supported continua-
tion of general LDS theology in the freshman course rather than the book
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of mormon nevertheless he continued to pray regularly for guidance on
this issue that had proved so divisive for his faculty he reports that while
praying one evening in the spring of 1961 he was answered by an audible
voice contradicting his own position and telling him that the book of
mormon should be the required first year course later that week BYU
president ernest L wilkinson called to inform him that the board of
trustees had finally decided the book of mormon should replace theology
as the required course brother yarn was grateful the lord allowed him to
know his will in advance especially in view of the extraordinary rancor
and backdoor politicking that had occurred during the extended deci
sion making process 107

in the church educational system today all church college and insti-
tute students follow a course of study grounded directly in the scriptures
since 1961 church college curriculum has required a full year book of
mormon course at the beginning of college enrollment

teaching the book of mormon in institute the institute of religion
curriculum developed parallel to that of the BYU religion department in
1935 36 the church s five institutes and the LDS business college offered
no book of mormon classes by 1943 a rudimentary core curriculum
included twelve basic courses to be offered each semester only one dealt
with the book of mormon beyond these core courses each individual
institute offered its own electives which often focused on philosophy the-
ology comparative religion ethics and specialized LDS or biblical topics

in 1963 a core curriculum was officially established to more closely
control course offerings at institutes and BYU institutes no longer were per-
mitted to teach courses of their own creation approved courses were based
exclusively on LDS and biblical themes despite this effort to mandate the
curriculum a 1969 survey of the institute system revealed that though only
fifty three courses were officially sanctioned more than seventy were being
offered on average only 56 percent of students were enrolled in the rec
ommended core classes of those 34 percent were taking scripture courses
but only 15 percent were enrolled in book of mormon classes in 1970 the
church dropped twenty two nonscriptural institute courses in order to
increase scripture study particularly book of mormon study 108

As the church developed its institute curriculum a significant concern
was whether its courses would qualify for college credit at state colleges and
universities state colleges readily gave credit for institute courses without
distinctively LDS content such as bible or christian history classes which
put pressure on institutes to provide such courses accordingly students
were less likely to enroll in distinctively LDS courses that gave no credit
thus generic religion courses proliferated and LDS specific course offer-
ings remained few
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in the early years this arrangement satisfied the objectives ofboth state
schools and the church s educational program but over time both sides
began to rethink the matter the church was not comfortable avoiding
LDS content and increasingly moved LDSLIDSliosllos courses to the core of institute
offerings state colleges under pressure from the ACLU and others con-
cerned about the separation of church and state began to back away from
credit for any institute classes regardless of content 109

using the book of mormon in seminary in the early 1950s young
seminary teacher and administrator boyd K packer piloted an early
morning book of mormon class for brigham city high school seniors
who had already graduated from seminary thirty attended the first year
almost fifty the second this positive response got the attention of wil-
liam E berrett administrator of seminaries and institutes and the book
of mormon was soon incorporated into the standard seminary curricu-
lum 0110llolioO A theodore tuttle a close associate of packer s in those years
believed that more seminary students were converted to the gospel of
christ when the book of mormon was taught than through teaching the
old and new testaments 111iiilii

the book ofmormon in literature art and music

my research in this area is only cursory for present purposes how-
ever it suffices to note in passing that the developments that played them-
selves out in church curricular circles have direct analoguesanalogiesanalogues in the arts and
letters the FARMS bibliography shows that creative writing based on the
book of mormon including fiction began early but has increased only
modestly in the first half of this century mormon writers as a group have
been described by literary analysts as a lost generation who were often
ambivalent toward the religious tradition that seemed to many of them to
have failed BYU english professor edward A geary has pointed out that
their discouragement with the economic conditions in utah often included
a sense of decline in the church itself 11212 more recent creative writing is
generally supportive of the church as a divine institution and the book of
mormon as a record of an ancient people 11313

1I have made no systematic effort to count creative works in the visual
arts or in music book of mormon themes in the visual arts are difficult to
quantify but several artists stand out minerva teichert 1888 1976 is still
the undisputed queen of book of mormon painting dedicating most of
her life to this subject she produced more than forty book of mormon
paintings in the late 1940s and early 1950s which were later donated to
brigham young university I1114 arnold friberg 191341913 a popular LDSLIDSlloslios illus-
trator accepted the invitation from general primary president adele can-
non howells to paint twelve dramatic book of mormon scenes that were
serialized in the children s friend beginning in 1953

111515 friberg explained
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his approach 1 I try to bring into reality the stories so often taught in
sunday school these stories are not mere allegory they happened to real
people who had names jobs and grandchildren through my paint-
ings I1 bear witness to the truth as I1 understand it 11116ilg116 james C christensen
has produced several well known paintings on book of mormon themes
and J leo fairbanks has had a number of his book of mormon paintings
published in church magazines the churchechurchs second international arts
competition in 1991 inspired a number of book of mormon entries pos
sibly because of president benson s emphasis pageants celebrating the
book of mormon have proliferated in the second half of the twentieth
century the hill cumorah pageant remains the largest claiming atten-
dance of well over one hundred thousand during its yearly sevennightseven night
run in upstate new york

reasons for the emphasis on the book of mormon at the close of the
twentieth century

several factors account for the data presented above which demon-
strate the prominent role the book ofmormon enjoys in the life ofthe church
at the present time in addition to the general church programs that have
fostered the book of mormon in word and deed four catalysts or condi-
tions in particular have proved especially noteworthy

ezra taft bensons emphasis on the book of mormon president
benson s remarks at the april 1986 general conference the first of his pres-
idency included several calls to the church to emphasize book of mormon
study probably more than any other single factor his counsel stimulated
an enthusiastic wave of book of mormon study and focus that continues to
this day before becoming president elder benson had consistently em-
phasizedphasized the book of mormon without the mantle of prophet seer and
revelator his urging did not carry quite the weight it later would

As his son reed describes president benson had an experience as a mis-
sionary that left a strong impression on him he and his companion had
been invited to speak to a group antagonistic to the church while he
had spent considerable time preparing his talk on the apostasy when
he stood up he was prompted to speak of only the book of mormon 11717

elder benson s april 1975 general conference address was entitled the
book of mormon Is the word of godgod11818 and was widely reprinted and
used in regional and stake conferences he regularly emphasized his testi
mony of the book of mormon as a text for our times and urged the saints
to make the study of the book of mormon a lifetime pursuit ilg11919 his
biographer further reports that he was a constant advocate in the councils
of the church for focusing missionary efforts on the book of mormon

the book of mormon he taught was compiled by those who foresaw the
latter days and who abridged centuries of records selecting events stories
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and speeches that would be most
helpful to saints of the latter days
it would bring men to christ
it would expose the enemies of
christ it would testify that jos-
eph smith was a prophet and in
a troubled world filled with un-
certainty it bore another witness
of the savior and his mission 120

elder benson and other
church leaders such as gor
don B hinckley and marion G 0

romney 121211 had been preaching 4
this message for decades and as
head of the church president
benson turned up the volume

0
and increased the frequency in a U

BYU education week lec-

ture
1989 ezra taft benson 1990 president benson

elder james M paramore led the church to use and distribute the
gave a personal insight into these book of mormon more extensively

developments

ill never forget his first remarks to the general authorities after he was called
as prophet he said to us brethren I1 ve read many of your talks again and
they are wonderful but you don t use the book of mormon enough may I1

ask you to know it and use it more to testify of it to the world and to have it
go into every corner of the world 122

during this same decade president benson s use of the book of mor
mon in conference addresses doubled 123 these continued references to the
book of mormon by church leaders indicate that consistent emphasis on
that book shows no sign of abating 124

correlated curriculum A second very significant development that
has promoted LDS interest in the book of mormon is a correlated curricu-
lum which places the scriptures at the center of all gospel study 125 richard
cowan recalls that the correlation movement was initiated by president
david 0 mckay who called elder harold B lee to head the correlation
effort 126 the dictum of president lee to close down the mines and open
the refineriesrefineries127127 underlines the fundamental mission of correlation to
focus greater attention on the scriptural texts As a member of the sunday
school general board in the early 19os1970s truman madsen recalls that he
and his associates caught elder lee s vision we were determined to
put the scriptures at the center of the gospel doctrine curriculum and
to rewrite manuals so they enhanced rather than replaced the scriptures 128

confirmation of the effectiveness of this program comes ironically
from its detractors BYU history professor and former swearing elder
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richard D poll pinpointed the advent of the correlation program under
the guidance of harold B lee as the critical moment when intellectual
inquiry was eliminated from church education without noticing the
correlated curriculum s dramatic new focus on scriptural texts poll com-
plained that the centerpiece of correlation was to be a standardized and
sanitized instructional curriculum he went on to claim that correlation
is the primary contributor to the sense of isolation even alienation that
many reflective latter day saints feel in the church today and that the
official instructional programs in all church organizations are designed to
inhibit thoughtful discussion 11129129

in fact however the powerful effect of the correlated curriculum was
felt more strongly in other ways in contrast to the practices in the first half
of the century both sunday school classes for adults and CES classes for
students became continually focused on the scriptures and the book of
mormon took center stage As discussed above the adult gospel doctrine
classes in sunday school since 1972 have had the four standard works as
their curriculum while this study does not measure in any direct way what
the impact of this scriptural curriculum might have been observers believe
that those latter day saints who follow this curriculum and their own
family and individual scripture study as encouraged by church leaders
have become increasingly literate in their thoughtful reflection on scrip-
tural matters especially concerning the book of mormon which in the
i98osig8osigmos took a leading role

new editions of the standard works and reference apparatus
third in 1979 the church published an updated edition of the bible and
the bible dictionary followed two years later by an updated triple combi-
nation with index these landmark editions featured new chapter headings
written by elder bruce R mcconkie and an elaborate system of footnotes
maps and other study aids the goal of the project was to make the scrip-
tural texts more accessible 130 members were encouraged anew to study the
scriptures regularly and to carry their scriptures to all meetings so that they
could follow along with talks that quoted or analyzed scriptural passages
these publications make readers of all four standard works continually
aware of passages in the book of mormon while I1 offer no empirical mea-
sure of the effect of these new editions many observers see a clear increase
in personal scripture ownership and use

computerized access to scriptural texts the availability of comput-
ers to assist in complex scriptural searches is also having a notable impact
on speaking in church and publications on scriptural topics in april 1988

the church released the four standard works on disk with the powerful
wordcruncherWord Cruncher software to manage searches in an ensign interview
elders packer and nelson explained the history behind this software devel-
opment beginning in 1958 professor eldin ricks of the BYU ancient
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scripture department supervised the entering of the scriptures into cam-
pus computers through punch cards his project provided the basis for the
11comprehensive cross references and topical guide released with the new
scripture editions 131 in 1983 james rosenvall and monte shelley ofofbyusBYUs
instructional services department began programming wordcruncherWordCruncher as

a powerful personal computer software program that could index and dis-
play large texts by 1985 elders nelson and packer had begun meeting with
the BYU programmers and testing their application with the standard
works the low cost program has enjoyed wide use throughout the church
under the title the computerized scriptures of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints

the release of the scriptures on disk stimulated private ventures that
produced most notably the infobaseInfobase CDROMCD ROM version of the LDS scrip-
tures first released in 1991iggi the effect of these powerful computer tools is

evident in a growing number of computer aided scriptural research proj-
ects and in church discourses at all levels all of these resources make it

easier to study and use the book of mormon

scholarly studies of the book of mormon through the century

A final indicator of the strong maturation of knowledge about the
book of mormon over the course of the twentieth century is the growing
number of academic disciplines seriously engaged in rigorous study of
the book of mormon and related fields beyond the official programs of the
church of these many disciplines only a few will be discussed here

book of mormon archaeology and geography studies interest in

the book of mormon has at various times been fueled by efforts to deter-
mine the geographical location of the events the book records and to doc-

ument archaeological artifacts from the ancient american civilizations that
might derive from the nephitesNephites or lamanitesLama nites 132 in 18901890 george Q can-
non first counselor in the first presidency affirmed that there had been
no revelation on the issue and the first presidency has never stated differ-
ently a position that was reiterated by president anton H lund in 1928 133

in 1938 joseph fielding smith spoke out against those who argued for
a book of mormon geography that limited its people to small regions in
the new world and open discussion on such matters became more diffi-

cult 134 the efforts of jakeman ferguson and franklin S harris jr to

open the question of locating the nephite hill cumorah outside of new
york were greeted with suspicion and hostility various organizational
efforts among the serious students of these questions led eventually to the
establishment of two organizations the new world archaeological foun-
dation and the society for early historical archaeology these sometimes
competing groups pushed the discussion forward with their research
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conferences and publications though the church rarely included their
theories or findings in its manuals or magazines 135131

in 1984 a noteworthy event reopened and expanded discussion on
the subject the ensign published a cautious two part precis of john L

sorensonssorenson5sSorensons an ancient american settingforsetting porfor the book of mormon published
in full in 1985 136 to the present day the church maintains a hands off
policy on the scientific or scholarly elements of these unofficial studies
and publications while sorenson s limited book of mormon geography
has attracted broad support among students of these questions including
many general authorities no official view of book of mormon geography
has been adopted by the church geographical questions are pursued by
most in a spirit of simply seeking for a better understanding of the book
itself rather than in a polemical mode the success of these efforts how-
ever was indicated in part when the smithsonian institution recently
stopped circulating a long standing statement that flatly denied the possi-
bility of the book of mormon being consistent with the findings of
mesoamericanMesoamerican archaeology 137

A foundation for Faithfalthfaithfulhidfidbid book ofmormon scholarship prior to the
1970s scholarly work on the book of mormon by such key authors as
george reynolds B H roberts john A widtsoeWidtsoe francis W kirkham
sidney B sperry and hugh W nibley focused heavily on external evidence
for the veracity of the book 138 these men all highly educated provided
the only serious writing on the book of mormon but their approaches
were often considered too literal and faithful to be compatible with those of
a liberal academic orientation

george reynolds was perhaps the first to do serious and thorough ana-
lytic work focused on the text of the book of mormon he produced a con-
cordancecordance a dictionary and numerous substantive analyses of the book and
its contents during the last quarter of the nineteenth century 139

roberts s writings on the book of mormon in the first third of the
twentieth century were extensive and widely circulated despite recent
efforts to suggest that roberts had serious doubts about the historicity of
the book of mormon 140 arguments by truman madsen and john W welch
are persuasive that roberts held fast to his testimony of it wellwenweliweilweh aware of the
fashionable arguments of biblical higher criticism which cast doubts on
the historicity of the bible and indirectly did the same to the book of mor-
mon roberts believed that the conclusions of the biblical scholars were
faulty 141411 he stressed that the scriptural texts must stand preeminent and
that their claims should be accepted by faith sustained by reason 142

widtsoe wrote serialized publications that addressed the reconcilia-
tion of faith with scientific and other modern questions often including
responses to questions about the book of mormon his church magazine
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articles were later collected and printed as evidences and reconciliations 14313

widtsoe also wrote with franklin S harris a defense of the historical
claims of the book of mormon in seven claims of the book of mormon A

collection of evidences 144I1

francis kirkham was similarly concerned with evidences for the book
of mormon in 1937 he published source material concerning the origin of
the book of mormon which was later expanded into the two volume work
A new witness for christ in america the book of mormon 145141 widtsoe
acknowledged kirkham as the foremost scholar in this field due to his

vast research and reading on the book of mormon and its coming forth 146

polemics and defensive apologetics polemical efforts to refute the
historicity of the book of mormon have in some cases spurred great inter-
est in book of mormon studies and paradoxically furthered the cause of
belief A case in point is the work of fawn brodie niece of church presi-

dent david 0 mckay in the late 1930s193os brodie began a short essay on the
nineteenth century sources of the book of mormon her work evolved

into a biography of joseph smith that explained his visions as delusions 147

the book was praised in the literary world and a perception developed
in the LDS community that the academic world also endorsed it A recent
survey of scholarly reviews however shows that the book was not entirely
well received by historians 148 the weakness of brodiebrodle s approach was fur-
ther exposed by academic historians after she used the same questionable
psycho historical techniques to write an exposeexpos6exposi of thomas jefferson 149

brodie may have been correct in thinking that she was only making
explicit what a lot of mormon intellectuals already believed but if brodiebrodle s

effort was intended to put an end to the persistent orthodoxy represented
in president clarks 1938 statement to the CES faculty it may have had just
the opposite effect she provoked the young hugh nibley who had recently
completed his phd in ancient history at berkeley to carefully examine her
sources and logic nibley himself had gone through a brief skeptical phase
during his graduate years but a series of dramatic personal religious expe-
riences had left him without any doubts about the reality of the spiritual
world and the truth of the restoration through joseph smith nibley
responded to brodie s no man knows my historyhistory150150 with a series of devas-

tating attacks on the reliability of her work that he labeled collectively no
ma am that s not history 151

A crucial issue for nibley was brodie s claim that the book of mormon
was written in the i82os1820s and was not therefore an ancient book as joseph
smith claimed bringing to bear his formidable background in ancient lan-
guages and history nibley undertook what was to become a lifelong
inquiry into the ancient origins of the book of mormon he found a flood
of parallels between the ancient world and the book of mormon the large
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majority of the parallels were drawn from texts and historical facts that
have been uncovered since the book of mormon was first published nib-
ley asks time after time how is it that joseph smith in 1829 could throw
some passing detail into the book of mormon text that squared with schol-
arly knowledge that would not be available for years or even decades how
did he always hit the bull seyes eye issue after issue joseph smith and his con-
temporaries in upstate new york were uneducated and the whole schol-
arly world in 1829 was relatively ignorant on many of these issues nibley
concluded that joseph smith could not have written the book of mormon
himself and must have translated an ancient document as he claimed

nibley s studies were frequently serialized in church magazines and
collected in volumes his lehi in the desert 1950 and the world of the
jareditesJaredites 19511951152152 broke new ground for LDS audiences and kept the book
of mormon very visible in front of the church 1111311115313 these scholarly efforts
were based on a premise that had been discounted in liberal mormon
thought for decades and directly attacked in brodie s book combined
with the archaeological and geographical work of john sorenson and others
nibley s focus on antiquities in the book of mormon helped believing
latter day saints understand their scripture as a legitimate ancient text
written by real people who lived in real places and received real visions
and revelations

in the mid 1950s the church invited nibley to bring his work
together in one volume that could serve as a priesthood lesson manual
his approach to the book of mormon 19571957154154 provided enormous stimu-
lation and food for thought to latter day saints everywhere and put the
case for a literally true book of mormon squarely on the table A skeptical
BYU faculty member who was teaching out of nibley s manual com-
mented to him 1 I didnt take the book of mormon seriously at all but
you ve got me wondering 1555

during the writing process nibley found out that the church was not
fully ready for his approach the committee that oversawoversad his work turned
down every chapter on the grounds that people would not be able to
understand his arguments or evidence president david 0 mckay over-
ruled the committee in each instance saying well if you think its over
their heads let them reach for it we have to give them something more
than 31156156 continued the book ofpat answers nibley publishing on mormon
in the improvement era the most important work being his series since
cumorah which was released in book form in 1967

nibley s efforts did not attract or seek a great deal of support or col-
laborationlaboration from his BYU colleagues few of whom had the background to
do similar work nibley did however inspire a generation of his students
who eventually became professors themselves principally at BYU by the
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1970s the scholarly work of this next generation began to appear in partic-
ular with the work of kent brown wilfred griggs william hamblin paul

hoskisson kent jackson john lundquist ann madsen daniel peterson

michael rhodes stephen ricks stephen robinson david seely and john
welch along with the contributions of marilyn arnold paul cheesman
ross christenson gary gillum cynthia hallen monte nyman catherine
thomas gordon thomasson john tvedtnes david whittaker and others

the foundation for ancient research and mormon studies
FARMS in 1979 john W welch organized the foundation for ancient

research and mormon studies FARMS welch s vision was to create a

support institution for scholarly research and publication premised on the
book of mormon s antiquity growth in the first five years was rapid and
by the late i98osig8osigmos increasing numbers of scholars from a variety of disci-

plines had become interested in lending their expertise to some aspect of
book of mormon studies financial support grew as ideas for new schol-
arly projects matured

by the mid 1990s199os the sustained and expanding scholarly output ofbe-
lieving latter day saints had become a force to be reckoned with in large

part because of FARMS the sheer volume of scholarly investigation that
finds the book of mormon text credible and related to the ancient world in
countless ways left critics far behind where they had once been the agenda
setters they could no longer keep up

one attempt by critics to recapture the initiative appeared in 1993 edi-
tor brent metcalfe compiled a collection of essays into new approaches to

the book of mormon explorations in critical methodology 157 which was

intended to administer a great blow to the book of mormon s prospects
of ever being taken seriously as a genuinely ancient book this effort how-
ever fell short few of the contributors were recognized publishing schol-
ars A large portion of their arguments were readily refutable with already
published studies and they had studiously avoided responding substan-
tively to the many competent studies in support of the book s authenticity
these defects and more were explored in the 1994 and 1995 volumes of the
FARMS annual review of books on the book of mormon 158

in the 1990s19gos FARMS has published a steady stream of books journals
articles newsletters updates and reviews about the book of mormon in
recognition of the focused contributions of FARMS in coordinating
research on the book of mormon and making significant results inexpen-
sively available worldwide president gordon B hinckley invited FARMS

in september 1997 to become a part of BYU in directing this strong step
toward the future he expressed his desire to see the work of FARMS grow
even further
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A new day for the book of mormon

in retrospect it seems truly miraculous that the general intellectual
climate of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries did not per-
manentlymanently disorient the LDS community from its commitments to its ori-
gins in the revelations received by joseph smith the positivist
assumption that held sway in the mid twentieth century asserting that
anything not detectable by scientific means does not exist has produced at
least two generations of thinkers in almost every religious tradition who
find revelation and direct relationships with god impossible or irrelevant
students trained in philosophy the humanities history and the social sci-
ences were most vulnerable as most graduate schools offered little alter-
native to atheistic assumptions as beginning points for all respectable
intellectual endeavor 159119 bright LDS graduate students were usually not
prepared to understand the limitations of religious skepticism and they
frequently lost whatever spiritual testimony they had or found their own
budding doubts permanently reinforced not until chauncey riddle
obtained his phd in philosophy at columbia university in the 1950s195os and
joined forces with fellow columbia graduate student david yarn and later
harvard graduate truman madsen did the church have highly competent
intellectuals who understood fully the philosophical options and could
fortify future graduate students in their own faith when one reads the
biographies of leading cultural mormonscormons such as sterling mcmurrin or 0 C
tanner one is struck by their lack of contact in their formative years with
highly educated latter day saints who were thoroughly grounded in the
restored gospel cultural mormonscormons generally seemed to buy into the pos-
itivist assumption that if they were to take modern science and philosophy
seriously they had to abandon the faith of their fathers at least as their
fathers understood and experienced that faith no one was showing them
the limits of science and philosophy and how those limits pointed to the
need for a gospel of revelation

while some faithful members of the church may well for personal
reasons choose to keep their academic and religious lives completely sepa-
rate from each other many LDS scholars now openly defend the literal his-
torical reality of the founding revelations and the book of mormon
without exception mormon historians who teach in the BYU department
of church history and doctrine take this position as do the wide range of
scholars who publish with the foundation for ancient research and mor-
mon studies FARMS because the book of mormon will undoubtedly
continue to be a controversial subject it seemed worthwhile to me to ex-

perimentperiment with a group of scholars who had not previously been exposed to
the book of mormon to see if they might find it worth their time to ana-
lyze the text carefully or to pay any attention to the growing scholarly liter-
ature on the book of mormon accordingly I1 organized a small private
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conference of mostly non LDS scholars that included both historians of
american religious history and other text oriented disciplines with certain
questions ofpolitical theory as the subject and the book of mormon as the
text for discussion following the three day meeting of the group in sep-
tember 1997 one of the participating historians wrote the following letter
to the indianapolis based sponsoring foundation 160

dr G M curtis III111ili

liberty fund inc

dear dr curtis
thank you so much for including me in the liberty fund conference on
personal and political liberty in the book of mormon the liberty fund is

to be congratulated for having the imagination and courage to sponsor a

conference on this subject which was fully vindicated by the outcome

having taught the history of religion in the united states for some time
nineteen years at UCLA and six so far at oyoxfordford I1 was of course familiar

with the book of mormon to some extent and had read a good deal of it
however I1 confess that it had not occurred to me that the text would bear the
kind of close analysis to which our group of philosophers political scientists
literary and historical specialists subjected it my teaching and writing in the
future will benefit from the enriched appreciation the seminar gave me for
this complex and inspiring work

signed

daniel W howe
rhodes professor of american history
oxford university

professor howe s observations are consistent with the verbal comments
of the other participants such responses indicate that historians can learn
a great deal from intensive textual analysis of the book of mormon and that
there might be reason to hope treatments of mormon history in the future
will pay more attention to the book s unique and complex content

other signs that the non LDS academic world is beginning to take the
book of mormon seriously come from surprising quarters in 1996 two
young evangelical scholars carl mosser and paul owen undertook to
assess the state of the debate between believing latter day saint scholars
and anti mormonscormons regarding the book of mormon and related matters
they concluded that critics have grossly underestimated the quality of the
literature in support of the book of mormon and that detractors of the book
of mormon will have to rise to new levels of scholarly competence before
they will be able to deal effectively with the current generation of LDS

scholars and the large body of credible scientific work now supporting the
plausibility of the book of mormon as history 161

while our data is often indirect and partial the direction of book of
mormon trends in the late twentieth century is consistent the last few
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decades have produced a significant revolution in the LDSLIDS community in
terms of the increased understanding and competent appreciation for the
book ofmormon as an inspired work ofancient scripture latter day saint
students are much more engaged with the text itself and the curricula of
the church educational system and the sunday school are much more
committed to a study of the text in a way that takes its authenticity seri-
ously in the wake of these strong developments cultural mormon views
of the book of mormon have been gradually pushed to the periphery of
LDS intellectual and religious life 162 today LIDSLDS scholars and laymen gen-
erally strive to understand the book of mormon as an ancient document
and to give diligent heed to christ s gospel that it contains increasingly
non LDS scholars are also willing to take a more serious look at the book
of mormon in light of LDSLIDS scholarship 163 it has truly been a remarkable
century for the book of mormon

noel B reynolds is associate academic vice president at brigham young uni-
versityversity he expresses profound appreciation to allison D clark who spent the seven
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tance the author also thanks ben AhIahlahlstromstrom for work on the graphs and theresa brown
for her assistance in all stages of this work this research was first presented at a con-
ference ancient scriptures and the restoration held at BYU on june 71997
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